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In this paper we will present an interaction technique that may be used to teach simple geometric shapes to visually impaired people. The idea is to use a VTPlayer mouse - a device with two braille displays - and by using directional cues on the braille display of the mouse, we guide the user to describe a path with his hand. Then, we think the user will be able to learn a shape, and recognize it later on.



A previous work on the VTPlayer[12] showed that we can create eight directional cues on the braille displays (up, down, left, right, up-left, up-right, down-left, down-right), as shown on figure 2, so that the users are able to successfully recognize, associate and differenciate them. These cues are simple combination of pin’s configuration on the braille display, in order to create what we can call an ”icon”. In the study conduced in [12], when tested, the directional cues we are using there recieved 4.42% of errors, and an average 3.16s of recognition time.
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D IRECTIONAL CUES AND GUIDANCE



I NTRODUCTION



In this study, we use a special tactile mouse called the VTPlayer (figure 1). It looks like a normal mouse, but it is mounted with two braille displays ontop. We want to study a possible way to guide a blind user in the exploration of a geometric shape, so to provide a method of geometric shape learning. Figure 2: Directional cues



Figure 1: The VTPlayer



Now, we wanted to use these successful icons in a new interaction technique, in order to teach simple geometric shapes to visually impaired people. The user would start moving the mouse in the virtual space, and the ”icons” displayed on the braille displays would tell him where to go next, in a manner which is possible to achieve without any visual output. The hypothesis here is that if the user moves his hand following a path, several times, he would build a mental representation of that path, associate it with a geometric shape, and will be able to recognize it in the future.



There are multiple other devices which have been studied to achieve a similar goal, such as the Tactipen[9], which is a normal pen mounted with 4x2 braille display. Also, instead of braille output, some devices can provide vibration feedback, such as a vibratile pen, described in [13]. In all cases, most of the studies about shape recognition tried to recognize shapes haptically by giving a direct picture of the shape on the braille display, or by using a tactile codification based on the location of the cursor, so to recognize the color where the user is. But, as explained in [3], this is not enough: giving a direct mapping of the shape into the haptic device won’t do, if not combined with a guidance in order to successfully explore the picture. So, we want to provide a way to explore a shape, not by picturing it onto a device, but by guiding the user on a path ”describing” this shape. For example, in order to describe a square, we would guide the user on the four sides of the square, so to enable him to create a mental picture of the shape. ∗ e-mail: † e-mail:
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Figure 3: Example of a triangle and its path - The gray dot is the starting point of the path of the triangle, and the dashed line shows the users’s path.



Let’s take an example, with the triangle shape, as shown on figure 3. Starting at the bottom left corner, the mouse would emit the ”up” cue, waiting for the user to reach the upper left corner. Then, the VTPlayer will emit the ”down-right” cue, in order to guide the user to the bottm right corner. And finally, once this corner is reached, the VTPlayer emits the ”left” cue to guide the user



back to the starting point. Then, the software would play a bell sound, and the VTPlayer emits again the ”up” cue, in order to let the user explore the shape once again. These directional cues are given only on one of the VTPlayer’s braille display, corresponding to the forefinger of the dominant hand.



Then, the parallelogram, going back to someting easier, is a try to help the users to relax a bit after the quite difficult sandglass. The shape, however may present some interest, especially in the fact that there are other shapes similar to it, like the square or the trapezium.



The mouse’s cursor is constrained into the shape, but the movement of the user can’t be restrained, as we don’t use any force feedback device, such as the Phantom Omni[6]. Nothing happens if the user tries to go up where he has to go left for example, and no feedback is given to indicate that the user is trying to move in the wrong direction. He will also be able to do larger movement than what the shape should enforce him to do. If he goes back past a corner however, the VTPlayer gives the user the right directional cue in order to go back in the right place.



Finally, we end with the octogon, a quite complex shape, which features eight sides. The difficulty here lies in the number of directional changes before going back to the starting point, thus giving more stress to the user trying to memorize the path.



So, we will probably face two kind of problems by not constraining the user: • As he won’t be warned if he goes too far, by doing a quick movement, he will maybe loose track of the ratio between the length of the various edges of the shape. • As he won’t be warned if he goes in a completely wrong direction, if he hasn’t correctly recognized the directional cue for example, that’ll confuse him if he doesn’t realize his mistake quickly, and he’ll most probably have to redo the whole shape again to correct this mistake. 3 3.1



E XPERIMENT Participants



We conducted the tests with a panel of 13 visually impaired people, three girls and ten boys, aged from 6 to 25, with or without associated mental disability and different causes of their vision problem. Only two of them were blind, one boy and one girl. Four of the visually impaired users had associated mental disabilities. 3.2



The experiment is conducted without any visual feedback. The users were only given the directional cues using the braille displays. They were not allowed to look at the braille display for these who were visually impaired only. When starting any interaction with a shape, given a fixed starting point, the VTPlayer would immediately start emitting a directionnal cue. The user then has to move the VTPlayer in the direction that is emitted. The user is allowed to do as many loops in the explorations as he wants. To avoid confusion, the users were given an audio feedback: a single bell sound was emitted when they did a complete loop in their exploration. When he felt that he had enough informations to be able to recognize the shape, or when he simply gave up, he tells the operator who stops the VTPlayer, and gives him the list of the propositions visually, on a highly contrasted picture for the visually impaired users; or haptically, for the blind users, on a single piece of plastic bump paper. These both propositions are completely similar in shapes and disposition, as shown in figure 5. The user was free to explore the propositions the way he wanted, and as long as he wanted. While doing the tests, the system kept trace of the mouse movements in order to build a graphical trace of the user’s real movement, which we could compare to the shape he was following in reality. The system would also keep a timed log file in order to do further analysis.



Task and procedure



Before doing the experiment, the users were presented the eight directional cues, in order to learn them a bit, followed by a small basic informal test session in order to be sure that they were able to discriminate them correctly. Then, the users were first introduced to the guidance system with a square-shaped path in order to be told how to use it, and to get used to it. Afteward, the test would begin with four shapes: the triangle, the sandglass, the parallelogram, and the octogon, in this order (figure 4).



Figure 5: The list of shapes we proposed to the users Figure 4: The shapes the users had to recognize - The square here is the training shape - The gray dot is the starting point of the path of each shape, and the arrow shows the first directional cue the VTPlayer gives.



The triangle was displayed first since it’s an easy shape, and since it uses diagonals (where the first testing square figure doesn’t), it would be a good introduction to these movements. The idea of the sandglass here was to try to confuse the users a bit, by evaluating the difficulty presented by the path crossing in the middle of the figure, and see how the users would react to that particularity, but keeping a four-lines basic shape.



Also, at the end of the tests, as an informal discussion, we asked our users to try to tell us their strategy to explore, memorize, and recognize the shapes, as well as giving us general feedback about the system. 3.3



Apparatus



The users were seated while conducting the tests, with only the VTPlayer mouse in front of them. The computer was a laptop running Windows XP, with 1GB of onboard memory and a 1.8GHz Centrino-M processor. While the users might have visual feedback



when doing the first square test, the screen was turned off while starting the real task, by simply closing the laptop’s lid. 4



R ESULTS AND DISCUSSION



Among the 13 users, 7 of them didn’t recognize anything, 4 of them successfully recognized all the shapes, and 2 of them recognized all the shapes except the sandglass, confusing them with the trapezium. The users who just didn’t recognize anything were either not used to recognize geometric figures at all, (they were not able to differenciate a square from a triangle that is) or were confused by the device. That is, since they were not used to move a mouse at all, they had quite no idea about how such a device works when moving it. Thus, they were either moving it too quickly, or tilting it or lifting it, rendering the whole movement erratic. First of all, we have to face an immediate result: this system just doesn’t work for everybody. First the users have to be taught some basic geometry principles and shapes, and they have to be somewhat used into moving a mouse correctly. If these both conditions are not met, then the system just fails, and the users are not able to recognize or mentalize anything. Either they are not able to mentalize the shapes (and would think of a trapezium and a square as beeing the same shape), or they simply are too confused by the system to get any good information out of it, and would move the mouse erratically, as shown in the figure 6.



When asked about their strategies and memorization techniques, the users replied with two answers: either they were trying to build a mental picture of the shape, by associating the movement of their hand into a mental drawing, or they were trying to memorize the sequence of directional cues given by the VTPlayer, thus creating a logical link between this sequence and the real shape. When the system works, the users are globally able to recognize everything, apart of the sandglass, which, as we somewhat expected, is confusing the users, mainly due to the crossing, given their feedback about their problems. Depending on their mentalization process, since the sandglass is presenting two diagonals and two horizontals, we had some users who thought it was a trapezium instead. This means that their mentalization process is only listing the various lines composing the shape, withoug trying to link them alltogether, and that they are trying to recognize the shape based on that list. Thus, the sandglass and the trapezium are equals for them. About the mentalization process, we were quite surprised to see that some users were building a sequence of the directional cues they were given, instead of building a more graphical representation of the shape in their mind. This is very interesting because it means they were able to associate, for example, the sequence up-rightdown-left to a square.



Figure 7: A really good trace of a parallelogram, user moving slowly



Figure 6: A trace of a user working on the octogon, without beeing able to recognize anything



The innermost problem we can see there is the ratio problem: if the user moves the mouse too quickly, he will loose track of the movement and actual position of his cursor. Hence, he will probably not be able to recognize the actual shape, if it’s not a trivial one, such as a square, where the ratio isn’t so much of a problem. Now, among the users who did recognize successfully the shapes, we only had people aged of at least 15, with no mental disability. So, the only users who really recognized the figures where these with prior exposition to geometry in math classes, and who already had some mental schemes in order to follow and recognize figures haptically, on special bump paper prepared by the teacher. About the users who successfully recognized most of the shapes, as we expected, most of them had troubles with the sandglass shape. The confusion was of course caused by the ”paradox” in the shape, since they couldn’t really imagine that easily that the two lines were crossing. This shape usually took longer than expected to be recognized, and some of them just thought it was simply a parallelogram or a trapezium rather than the sandglass. Otherwise, the other shapes didn’t cause any major trouble for the recognition.



Figure 8: A trace of a triangle, user moving quickly



By reading the traces we got from the log files, we can confirm the different kind of mentalization. That is, when some users are moving the mouse very carefully and precisely, as shown by the trace in the figure 7 (thus creating a very accurate drawing of the shape), some users were moving the mouse really quickly, as in figure 8. And as a matter of fact, the users who were the most careful in the movements where these who were mentalizing the shape by creating a graphical representation of it, while the users who were quicker in the movements where these who simply memorized the sequence of the directional cues.



Although the basic directional cue test was always working, we had some surprises noticing that the users were sometime not able to associate the cue to the movement they had to do, for example, by going left when the VTPlayer was telling them to go right. After verification, these users were really able to discriminate the directional cues correctly, but had some troubles associating the cue to the real hand movement. This isn’t really related to the system itself, more a common lateralisation problem that could be solved with more practice.



In all cases, this system is built as beeing very simple and cheap. Since it works for half of our testers, it still raises quite an interesting field of research. Now we could try to add more methods to guide the user, especially telling him when and where he’s doing a mistake. Of course, this would add more informations, thus more data channels, which are likely to perturbe the user. This amount of perturbation should also be tested and verified in further tests.



The last but not the least: as shown in the traces, especially the triangle shown in figure 8 the users where not moving the mouse in the exact direction they should have. We can especially notice that the horizontal line is more diagonal than horizontal, and the diagonals are tilted as well. So, following the trace carefully, we can notice that the user has went back, and somehow hesitated in the bottom left corner. This was caused by his hand movement in diagonal up-right beeing too horizontal, thus the software thought he was trying to go back (you can see this sequence circled in gray). Then, the system was re-displaying the ”go left” cue for a short amount of time, confusing the user a bit before he got the ”go up right” cue again, and went correctly in the right direction. So it all depends on the way the user is holding the mouse. If he’s moving it in diagonal, the whole positionning will be tilted as well. This maybe could be fixed with proper teaching about holding a mouse and moving it properly.



This work is financially supported by the European project MICOLE (IST-2003-511592).
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C ONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES



Even though our base hypothesis seems to be right for certain people, this is actually maybe not that much true, since all the users who used the software successfully and recognized the shapes have already been teached geometry, and are used to explore geometric figures. So for our users, this was more a game than a true learning system. Since the only users who could recognize the figures where these who don’t really need basic shape learning, maybe we could still use that system to build some more advanced shapes, which would be quite difficult for a teacher to build each time haptically on bump paper to show to the students. As an enhancement of the basic system, we could add more feedback, such as vibration of sound, when the user tries to go in the wrong direction. We could use some different cues, as the dynamic icons presented in [12]. We could also use the second braille display to give such information, since it’s completely unused in this session. Also, we could distinguish the various errors, and give different feedback, depending on the error: if the user is not able to recognize correctly the cue, and is trying to move out the shape, or if he’s not doing the hand movement right, thus going back instead of moving towards the right direction. Or we simply could forbid the virtual cursor from going back. So, as a future work, we could first try these ideas, by implementing various error signalisation, and comparing their efficience. This can maybe lead to another kind of representation, where we only give the sequence of the directional cues, without having the user to move anything. Of course, then, the users won’t be able to get any information about the distance. Finally, as this seemed to be the major problem for most users, we could provide the users a more extensive training session in order to teach them how to move the mouse efficiently, so to avoid the erratic movements caused by their inability to handle the VTPlayer correctly.
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